
PRINT GUIDE

CUSTOM ORDERSCANVAS (stretched & ready to hang)
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SIZE PRICE with FRAME
30 x 45cm $150 $270
40 x 60cm $225 $350
50 x 75cm $330 $570

60 x 90cm $475 $805
80 x 120cm $820 $1250

122 x 173cm $2000 $2700
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) SIZE PRICE with FRAME

30 x 60cm $210 $330

50 x 100cm $420 $720
75 x 150cm $830 $1250

FINE ART PRINT
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SIZE PRICE
30 x 45cm $90

40 x 60cm $125
50 x 75cm $140
60 x 90cm $275

80 x 120cm $425

FRAMED PRINT (white, black or oak)
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SIZE PRICE
30 x 45cm $240

40 x 60cm $350
50 x 75cm $600
60 x 90cm $800

72 x 102cm $990
122 x 173cm $3200

www.DGimagery.com.au
Daniel@DGimagery.com.au

We encourage you to ask us if you 
have any special requests 

for printing of artwork. Let's chat 
about turning that wall art idea 

you have into reality!

Customised sizes up to 300cm
in length can be created to match 

your specific artwork needs

Please email me with your ideas 
and requests

METAL PRINT
(available upon request)

Metal prints pack a punch on a super glossy surface 
with colour remaining vivid and details staying clear 
& crisp. Images are pressed directly into aluminium.



PRINT MATERIAL GUIDE

Customised orders are
available upon request

CANVAS – LONG PANORAMICCANVAS – RECTANGULAR

FINE ART PHOTO PRINT

FRAMED CANVAS FRAMED PHOTO PRINT

PRINTED ON ILFORD GALERIE SMOOTH PEARL 
(310GSM)

Gives a professional pearl finish and features the very latest 
HDR (High Dynamic Range) optically clear coating and 

coupled with recent advancements in resin-coated inkjet 
receiving layer design, makes this the reference media for 
producing images with superb clarity, high sharpness and 

excellent colour gamut.

Professionally framed, images presented 
behind clear glass with a neat mat border are 
an easy choice for any room or space. Non-
reflective glass is available upon request.

Canvases are printed on matte cloth and stretched 
around a wooden frame, strung and ready to hang. 
Rectangular canvases generally come in dimensions 

with a 2:3 ratio

Long panoramic canvases generally come in 
dimensions with a 1:2 ratio. Often better suited to 
longer walls or above furniture. Please note some 

images may not suite these dimensions.

A floating Shadow Box Frame is a stylish way 
to make a canvas pop off your wall and match 

your rooms aesthetic

www.DGimagery.com.au
Daniel@DGimagery.com.au

0497 836 274



FRAME GUIDE

CANVAS FRAME OPTIONSFRAMED PRINT OPTIONS

DETAILS

WHITE

Smooth Pearl print in a 30mm x 20mm solid wooden 
Frame available in white, black, oak.

5mm foam core backing 
50mm Matboard around print

2mm Clear glass
Fully taped back with wire hanging

BLACK

OAK

DETAILS
Floating Shadow Box frame 30mm x 20mm solid 

wooden frame 
available in white, black, oak.

Fully taped back with wire hanging

www.DGimagery.com.au
Daniel@DGimagery.com.au

0497 836 274




